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Welcome to another exciting edition of our termly trust magazine, DesignEd. The variety of articles will give 
you a snapshot window into the soul of our schools and Trust. I hope you enjoy reading it.

It continues to be an exciting time for Central RSA Academies Trust. This edition celebrates, in particular, 
two new schools who have chosen to join us, and we are delighted to welcome Oldbury Park Primary and 
St. Stephen’s CofE.

Oldbury Park Primary RSA Academy in Worcester has an amazing community, and as a community, they 
carried out extensive research into a few potential MATs, and then made the decision based on the values 
and opportunities of our Trust and the partnerships we have, most notably, this was with the 250-year-old 
Royal Society of Arts sitting formally behind our governance structure, to request joining us.

St. Stephen’s CE RSA Academy, another amazing school, is a voluntary controlled Church of England school 
in Redditch, who also made the decision to join us.  This serves to strengthen further our relationship with 
the Diocese of Worcester, becoming our second CE designated RSA Academy alongside the wonderful Ipsley 
CE RSA Academy, also in Redditch, and we look forward to working with these communities going forward.
 
As a Trust, our growth strategy insists that we give very careful scrutiny to any school wishing to join us. 
Clearly, we need to feel that any addition will enhance the education of the young people currently in our 
schools, and we also carefully assess that we will be able to make a positive difference to the school seeking 
to join us. In addition, and uniquely to our Trust, our Trustees require an assessment of the school’s desire to 
align with our vision of SOCIAL JUSTICE THROUGH EXCEPTIONAL SCHOOLS and to have the potential 
and desire to develop what we call ‘RSA Distinctiveness’ through the school and community. It is only when 
trustees are satisfied that this is assured, as well as all of the normal due diligence on buildings, finances, school 
improvement and the like, that a school is approved to join us.
 
We are delighted that Oldbury Park and St Stephen’s have been more than true to their promised intent 
since joining us, and are enthusiastically putting the distinctiveness agenda into action: RSA sculptures; re-
naming of houses by pupil vote after famous RSA Fellows; parental RSA parents’ evenings, amongst others 
are the visible signs of commitment to this, and are very important. Deeper rooted, the delivery of our 
underpinning curriculum philosophy, KASE (Knowledge, Attributes, Skills and Experiences), the inclusive ethos 
the schools have, the engagement and contribution of the school staff to our co-design teams, and the pupils’ 
enthusiastic engagement in RSA events and opportunities, show that our trustees, led by our Chair, Eric 
Griffiths FRSA, made the right decision in accepting these schools into our RSA sponsored trust. The Trustees 
and all RSA Fellows, hold dear the vision and values we have for our schools and the trust as a whole. Their 
tireless work, alongside our equally committed and passionate Local Academy Governing Board members 
who ensure the vision, values and distinctiveness at each school are guarded, this is critical in ensuring the 
success of our schools. Our trustees/governors are a key reason why each and every one of our schools is 
going from strength to strength, at the different stages of their development since joining us. I want to take 
this opportunity to wholeheartedly thank each and every one of the volunteers in the different governance 
committees we have. [If you are reading this and feel you might like to join these strong teams, making a real 
difference to the young people’s lives in our schools, please do get in touch.]
 
Christmas is upon us. I hope all of our communities have a peaceful time during 
the festive season. There is much for us to be optimistic about across our schools 
during 2020, a Happy New Year to all when it arrives.

Guy Shears
Executive Principal (CEO) 
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CRSAAT with RSA Tipton were delighted to officially launch a two-year Oracy project in partnership 
with Voice Black Country and Voice 21.  RSA Tipton is the Hub school for the Sandwell area and hosted 
the launch on the 10th of October 2019.  It is a hugely exciting project to be part of and RSA Tipton is 
thrilled to be the host school for the area.  

Collaboration with the charity Voice 21 is a very exciting prospect.  Voice 21 is a charity run from Big 
Education and an offshoot from School 21 in London.  The ambitious project entails Oracy leads and 
teachers from each participating school, accessing Voice 21 training through Activate and Accelerate 
Oracy programmes. The capacity to communicate clearly, the ability to articulate your thoughts and 
ideas eloquently, and the confidence to speak in a variety of contexts are fundamental to success in 
school and life. Voice 21 strongly believe that all children, regardless of background, should have access 
to a high-quality Oracy education, enabling them to develop the communication skills and confidence 
needed to thrive in the 21st century. The programmes enable participating staff to become expert 
Oracy practitioners and enable our students to find their voices in the classroom and beyond.

CRSAAT through RSA Tipton is thrilled to be a leading ‘voice’ in this exciting project.  As School 21 once 
said, “For those who wish to close the achievement gap between richest and poorest, then oracy is the best 
route to that goal.  The greatest indicator is that someone has moved from illiterate to literate, inarticulate to 
articulate”.  This is an exciting project which aims to develop oracy practice across RSA Tipton and the 
wider Trust.

VOICE BLACK COUNTRY 
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH VOICE 21

WRITTEN BY: SAMANTHA MCMONAGLE
TRUST SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT LEAD
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Voice 21 is delighted to announce the launch of a new Voice Area, ‘Voice 
Black Country’.

The two-year project, working with 27 primary and secondary schools and 
over 50 teachers across the Black Country, aims to improve students’ oral 
language skills through an explicit, coherent and consistent focus on oracy.

Running from October 2019 to the summer term of 2021, Voice 21 will 
be working with a steering group of Black Country schools to deliver 
oracy programmes to classroom teachers and senior leaders. By the 
end of the project, several of the participating schools will become Hub 
Schools with a particular oracy specialism and responsibility for sharing 
best practice, ideas and inspiration to their local schools.

Speaking at the project’s launch event in Tipton, Emma Coffey, 
Programme Manager at Voice 21, said: ‘We’re really excited to have 
launched Voice Black Country. We’re confident that, over the next two 
years, the project is going to be a beacon of excellence for oracy in the 
West Midlands and beyond.’

Interested in running a similar project in your area? 
Contact alex@voice21.org

“QUOTE FROM THE 
VOICE 21 WEBSITE, MORE 
INFORMATION CAN BE 
FOUND AT HTTPS://VOICE21.
ORG/LAUNCH-OF-VOICE-
BLACK-COUNTRY/
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WRITTEN BY:  TIM BONNER
DIRECTOR OF LEARNING AND 
STANDARDS FOR HUMANITIES, 
RSA ACADEMY ARROW VALE

A fantastic day was enjoyed by History students 
from both RSA academies at Arrow Vale and 
Tipton on a visit to RSA House in London on 21st 
November 2019.  This was a wonderful experience 
as part of the co-design KASE curriculum, 
providing students with an opportunity to 
broaden horizons, at the same time as learning 
together with other students from academies 
within the Central RSA Academies Trust. 

The RSA House is an inspiring building, and 
there was a real buzz of excitement inside as 
RSA Fellows and professionals were discussing 
new ideas in an engaging environment.  This was 
a positive experience to learn more about the 
real-life impact that is made by the sponsor of our 
academies. Students were also able to see how 
learning can be a lifelong activity that is exciting 
and draws a variety of different people together. 

Anton, the historian in residence at RSA House, 
led an interactive workshop on the history of the 
RSA, as well as the establishment of RSA House.  
It was interesting to learn that the RSA was 
created during the Enlightenment, at a time of 
new beginnings and discoveries, and the RSA was 
ahead of its time in welcoming female members 
too. Over 200 years ago, new inventions and 
possibilities would be discussed and debated over 
a cup of coffee, and we saw that it was still the case 
today.  Students put themselves in the positions of 
the early members of the RSA by debating new 
inventions to promote as a society.  The historical 
content learnt and transferable skills developed 
are directly relevant to students’ studies in the 
Year 9 History co-design curriculum, and Anton 
usefully provided details of the benefits of studying 
History, with links to wider a world and an array 
of different careers.

CO-DESIGN SUBJECT 
UPDATE:

HISTORY
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Students then enjoyed listening to a discussion 
on ‘How Big Tech has Betrayed Us’ by Rana 
Foroohar, a leading business analyst and 
economic journalist that has researched this 
topic for decades.  Rana is an associate editor of 
the Financial Times newspaper, and she is also 
the global economic analyst for the American 
news network CNN.  The RSA Event explained 
how worldwide technology companies such 
as Apple, Google, and Amazon are controlling 
our data and using that information to make a 
profit worth billions.  These companies are not 
fair or transparent in the way that information is 
collected from our smartphones even at times 
when we’re not actively using them.  Rana was an 
engaging speaker, and the students from the RSA 
academies even received a special welcome from 
Rana and an invitation to ask questions.  This was 
in front of an audience of top academics, and 

even representatives from the government!  The 
talk led to a thought-provoking conversation on a 
topic that will continue well into the future. 

The final instalment of this exciting day was a 
visit to the archives at RSA House.  This was a 
rare opportunity for the students to physically 
hold historical artefacts that have been part of 
the history of the RSA, including genuine gold 
medals that were given as prizes to people that 
demonstrated excellence in a range of different 
ways, such as the creation of new inventions.

Thanks to Anton, the historian in residence at 
RSA House, and thanks to all of the people at 
RSA House that provided a warm welcome to 
us, especially Adam Richardson at RSA House for 
organising an interesting and enjoyable day. 
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CO-DESIGN SUBJECT 
UPDATE:

WRITTEN BY: SAMANTHA MCMONAGLE

Curriculum Vision

A curriculum which will develop young artists 
from Year 7 onwards. Students who can think like 
artists and find joy in the process.  We aim to 
develop resilient, creative learners who are able 
to make authentic decisions drawing on a wide 
repertoire of techniques and knowledge which 
they can justify and evaluate.

The curriculum begins in Year 7 with teaching 
knowledge and skills, starting with observational 
drawing.  There is then an intentional move from 
knowledge-based instructional teaching enabling 
authentic decision-making as the purpose and 
stimulus become more complex in KS3 and beyond.

Knowledge about different artists is intentionally 
built-in throughout, as this is highly significant 
in building repertoire and confidence, also 
developing rich cultural capital in this subject.  
Students need knowledge of different artists and 
styles that they can draw upon in their own work.   
The impact of art on an audience, the context of 
the artist (cultural context and knowledge) and 
exploration of the artist’s intention is built within 
KS3 into KS4.

Curriculum and KASE: Summary of how KASE 
principles underpin sequences: 

KASE principles underpin sequences within ART, 
so students become experts and have fluency of 
language of art to discuss their views and decisions. 

We intentionally build in opportunities to 
problem-solve, make authentic and purposeful 
decisions and to be resilient.  Resilience in 
art is vital, from day one in Year 7, the idea of 
not rubbing out and working with ‘errors’ or 
‘mistakes’, learning how to embrace these and 
reflecting on why things haven’t always worked is 
built into sequences. Oracy underpins sequences 
so students can think deeply and talk like artists, 
using the scholarly language of art.  

Art sketchbooks are used in KS3 to capture the 
sense of progress as an artist and annotating 
imagery and ideas throughout. By doing this, 
students are able to reflect on their work, choice 
of materials and techniques as well as those used 
within artists’ work. Visits to art galleries and 
museums are planned at key points within the 
BTEC course, in particular, Y11.  The students have 
previously had opportunities to work alongside 
the RSA fellows and RDI’s as well as partaking 
in the annual ‘Arts Fest’, developed by the RSA 
in London, delivered alongside the Pupil Design 
Awards within DT at KS3.
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Sequence Summary: What we teach in order 
and why/links/progression

KS3 curriculum summary 

In Year 7, we begin with observational drawings, 
as enhancing observation skills is a vital core skill 
in Art, also being a key formal element.  We use 
natural forms as using primary sources supports 
the process of sketching.  ‘Draw what you see 
rather than what you know’ drives the opening 
sequences as it is about developing habits and 
routines for success, how would an artist look at 
this?  Resilience and problem-solving are skills we 
focus in on from the outset.  We then begin to 

weave in art history so students’ decisions can be 
informed by knowledge of artists.  Great art relies 
on mastery and application of foundational skills, 
learned through study and diligence.  From the 
outset, we focus on the habitual need to refine 
skills and look at how artists do this through diligent 
practice and constantly refining.  Experimentation 
then comes in as student repertoire starts to 
build with their knowledge of different artists.  
In Year 7, we look at contemporary artists and 
designers who still work and practice today, such 
as Joe McGowan, Sarah Stokes and Klara Reis, 
helping pupils to be inspired and learn about 
different artists and styles linked to still life, nature 
and colour experimentation.

In Year 8, we move onto portraiture.  There 
is complexity and progression in moving from 
observational drawings of still-life objects to 
portraits.  Throughout this year, we will explore a 
wide variety of artists linked to portraiture, such 
as Vincent Van Gogh to explore the theme of 
impressionism and the effect of textured brush 
strokes, the contemporary illustrator Andrea 
Joseph, who creates realistic works of everyday 
objects using only biro pen. We then move 
on to studying Derek Gores, a collage artist 
who creates portraits made completely from 
recycled magazines, exploring the importance 
of placement, composition and colour.   Andy 

Warhol is another artist of significance within 
portraiture and students are encouraged to 
discuss the importance of Pop Art and its place 
within the art world, as well as exploring the 
power of contrasting colours and bold outlines 
within a painting.  We also explore Julian Opie, 
another key figure within the British art scene 
and Pablo Picasso, studying how abstraction and 
emotion can be interlinked through painting.  
We study how different styles are used to 
create identities and stories for the viewer. We 
move onto printmaking, and the theme is very 
subjective, encouraging students to interpret 
complex ideas moving on from portraiture work.
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In Year 9, we focus in on skills such as scale, 
perspective, proportion, choice, and how to 
fulfil a brief which is essential within KS4.  An 
open-ended project, requiring students to make 
authentic decisions based on their repertoire 
from Year 7 and 8. Observational drawings 
lead to 3D work focussing on the distortion of 
proportions and studying artists who use scale 
in interesting ways.  We explore artists such as 
Claes Oldenburg who takes everyday objects and 
manipulates materials to make enlarged versions 
of these for effect, resulting in a 3D outcome-
based project on an informed student choice. 
Within our progressive curriculum, we then move 
onto a project titled ‘Ocean Awareness’ where 
perspective and proportion are looked at within 

broader experimentation with materials, research 
into artists, refinement of ideas and production 
of several mini outcomes to fulfil a brief.  Students 
experiment, carry out appropriate research and 
make choices to support their intention.  Justifying 
their decisions and reflecting on the process is key, 
which prepares them with the necessary key skills 
for KS4 if pupils opt for BTEC Art and Design.
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KS4 curriculum summary 

We currently follow the BTEC Tech Award in 
Art and Design Practice at KS4, which consists 
of 3 components.  One of these components is 
an externally set component from Pearson, and 
component 1 titled ‘Identity,’ mirroring an earlier 
theme from Y8 as well as ‘Hybrids’ in Y11 which is 
a broad and contemporary theme.  Students are 
required to work independently, like real artists 
and designers, working to a project brief with 
constraints and time limits.   They will build on skills 
developed from KS3 by conducting preliminary 
research into other artists and designers, 
observing, drawing, creating and making, drawing 
from a wide range of sources and knowledge of 
material processes and techniques.  By doing this, 
students produce experiments and eventually 
make informed, independent outcomes, making 
connections throughout their entire project using 
written annotation and analysis.

KS5 curriculum summary

BTEC Level 3 Extended Certificate in Art and 
Design is the current course studied at Y12 and 
Y13, consisting of 4 components, again, like Level 2 
students work to vocational briefs.  However, the 
focus is now on students establishing themselves 
as artists and designers.  Project briefs are now 
very much student-centred and student-led.  Unit 
one is an externally set and assessed unit focusing 
on ‘Critical and Contextual Studies,’ the exam 
requires students to conduct intense research 
and analysis of artists throughout different 
time periods and within various contexts.  The 
ability to have developed these skills previously 
throughout KS3 and KS4 is key here.   The course 
aims to prepare students for the next step into 
apprenticeships within the creative industries, 
careers within art and design, as well as University 
courses such as animation, design, fine art and 
architecture.
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Language within the KS3 science curriculum at 
RSA Academy Ipsley: Developing and securing 
mastery levels of literacy for all.

What is an element? I have asked this question 
many times across a number of schools in my 
teaching career. Without fail, one of the myriads of 
answers that flew back to me from my pupils was:

‘It’s the thing inside a kettle that heats the water up.’

Technically the right answer but, nevertheless, a 
scientifically incorrect one.  Science is a wonderful 
vehicle for making sense of the world around us. 
It gives our pupils a window into the powerful 
forces that make science such a relevant subject 
in today’s modern world.  It is only right that our 
pupils can make sense of significant issues such 
as climate change, space travel, nuclear power, 
green technology and stem cell research.  If we 
live in a democratic society, we all need to have 
some grounding in science so that we can make 
informed opinions on these big topics and are not 
left struggling to interpret the spin of politicians 
manipulating science to their political agenda.

To make a success of secondary education, pupils 
need to have a grasp of at least 50,000 words. 
Undoubtedly, the science curriculum contributes 
a significant percentage towards this.  Not only 
do we have to stretch the ablest to populate 
and develop a pool of future scientists, doctors, 

dentists and pharmacists but we also need to 
support the vast majority of pupils who will not 
use science as part of their adult working lives. 
We need to support the development of high 
levels of oracy and literacy to meet the academic 
needs of all ability pupils so that they can access 
and understand what is being taught to them.  
This places a very particular demand and tension 
upon the nature and purpose of the science 
curriculum at an advanced level, GCSE and KS3.   
It also draws upon schools having very clear oracy 
and literacy policies and strategies at the whole 
school level, faculty and departmental level and 
within every classroom. 

The National Literacy Trust (2019) stated that,

“Research has found that the strongest factor 
affecting secondary pupils’ science scores is 
their literacy levels. Poor literacy skills can affect 
how well a pupil is able to understand scientific 
vocabulary and to prepare scientific reports. This 
suggests that strategies that develop pupils’ reading 
comprehension could have a positive impact on their 
achievement in science.” 

CO-DESIGN SUBJECT 
UPDATE: SCIENCE

What is an 
element?

WRITTEN BY: STEVE PIERCE
SCIENCE TEACHER
IPSLEY CE RSA ACADEMY
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The Education Endowment Foundation published ‘Improving 
Secondary Science (2018)’, which highlights five areas for developing 
literacy in science:

• Promote dialogue and talk within lessons (developing oracy skills)
• Carefully picking the correct vocabulary to support and focus pupils on 

the most ‘difficult’ words
• Show links between words and their composite parts
• Explaining the roots and origins of words, for example, in 

photosynthesis, the Greek origins of the word ‘photo’ means 
light and ‘synthesis’ means to build-up

• Having clear strategies to engage our pupils with reading 
scientific texts and support their comprehension of the 
words on the page in front of them

• Scaffolding support to develop pupils’ scientific 
writing skills

Teaching oracy and literacy should be an explicit part of every 
science lesson and, if pupils are to understand and fully engage in 
their learning, they must have a clear understanding of words that are 
both scientific and non-scientific, also being able to distinguish between 
them.  If pupils cannot use appropriate language to talk and then write 
about evolution, the periodic table or the structure and function of the 
digestive system, then they probably do not adequately understand it.  Over 
the years, I have seen pupils read the text and answer questions while still 
having very little understanding. 

Pupils encounter three levels or tiers of word types:

Tier 1: Words that are found in everyday speech; walk, run, 
jump or hide.
Tier 2: Words that are found in textbooks or exam papers; discuss, 
evaluate, structure-function and analyse, to name but a few.  These 
words are also common in other curriculum areas.
Tier 3: Subject defined words; element, evolution, 
respiration, Krebs cycle etc.

So how do we develop and secure mastery language 
levels amongst our pupils, especially at Key Stage 3? 
I am not ignoring GCSE or Advanced level at this 
point.  Merely suggesting that if literacy for teaching 
science is not right at Key Stage 3, then our pupils will 
be disadvantaged at both these higher levels of study 
and this will impact on levels of attainment, regardless 
of how intelligent or able a pupil is. 
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All of us should be aware that literacy in science 
is not the same as scientific literacy, which refers 
to the processes and methods of science.

In summary, oracy and literacy matters.  To develop 
all pupils to the point that they can access their 
science lessons fully, as well as using a multitude 
of teaching and learning strategies, we must also 
underpin these thoughts in our learning techniques 
to support oracy and literacy, not only across the 
curriculum but also within every science lab across 
the trust. Effective communication has, and always 
will be placed at the heart of our educational 
system, as evident in the Bullock Report on 
Language Across the Curriculum, back in 1975:

“Each school should have an organised policy for 
language across the curriculum, establishing every 
teacher’s involvement in language and reading 
development throughout the years of schooling. 
Intellectual capacity affects a child’s ability to acquire 
linguistic skills. However, as intelligence itself is a 
developmental concept, any child can be expected 
to make considerable gains with good teaching, 
sustained support, and positive expectations on the 
part of the school.”
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Need a space for a team 
meeting? Away from the 
hustle & bustle. Get in touch 

with the Central Team!

info@centralrsaacademies.co.uk
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WE ARE PLEASED TO INTRODUCE  YOU TO OUR 
NEWEST MEMBERS OF THE CRSAAT 

&HELLO

St. S
tephens CE

 

To mark the event, our whole school had a rather delightful 
very British Tea Party with cucumber sandwiches and cakes 
on Thursday 10th October 2019. Mrs Di Smith, Trust Primary 
Executive Principal, hosted the launch, informing parents of what it 
is like to be part of the RSA family and how our children, staff and 
community will benefit from being part of something special.  The 
RSA community will bring many opportunities, some of which we 
are already involved in.“Sarah Callanan

Principal
St Stephen’s CE RSA Academy

RSA Academy
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We eventually converted to the RSA Academy on the 1st of 
October 2019, and since then it has been busy!  The main reason 
for becoming an academy for our Governors was always to 
benefit the children.  Within the last few weeks, the children have 
undoubtedly learnt and grown in their learning styles, embracing 
the fundamentals of KASE. Year 3 and 4 children have worked 
hard with one of the RSA SLEs, and they are proud of what they 
have learnt during this time. The teachers of these classes are the 
ones with smiles on their faces in the staffroom!
 
The children studied seven fellows of the RSA and then voted 
for their favourites to become the new schoolhouse names. We 
now have Stephen Hawking, Judi Dench, David Attenborough and 
Nelson Mandela as the new house leads and a very skilled parent 
is painting a massive mural in our school hall, depicting their lives 
and influences, because of this, the children at Oldbury Park are 
very aware of the RSA and its impact to date.
 
We are thrilled to be a part of the RSA and look forward to moving 
forward and learning more every day with everybody involved.

“Sarah Boyce
Principal
Oldbury Park RSA Academy
 

WELCOME
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GUILTY OR NOT GUILTY?
WRITTEN BY HELEN COWIE

KS3 ENGLISH LEADER

This was the question posed to Year 8 Ipsley pupils in English.  As part of our first unit of work this year, 
pupils focused on the story of Icarus and how he fell to his death. Over the course of the half term, 
pupils examined a variety of resources including comic strips, poems and paintings, in order to gain a 
full picture of what happened to Icarus.  Everything that the pupils studied was collated as evidence and 
used to answer our big question, who was to blame for the fall of Icarus?  As part of our TEEP cycle of 
learning, pupils regularly revisited this question, considering if they had changed their minds or if their 
initial thoughts had been confirmed.

The Motivation
The English department team are eager to ensure we incorporate as many ‘experiences’ (KASE) for 
pupils as possible.  We firmly believe that these opportunities are, and will continue to be, quintessential 
in enabling pupils to achieve their very best in any assessments they undertake.  With this in mind, we 
planned a mock court case.  Pupils were briefed with the task to ‘choose and prosecute the person you 
think is to blame for the death of Icarus’.

In the lessons leading up to the hearing, pupils were given time to work in teams to produce their closing 
statements.  Whom would they blame and why was this person to blame?  Most groups focused on 
either Daedalus, King Minos or Icarus himself.  One group put themselves above the parapet and blamed 
the local villagers who did nothing when Icarus fell.

Case Building
The collaboration skills demonstrated in preparation for the hearing was phenomenal.  Pupils displayed 
great skills in being able to organise their presentations, delegate roles and produce supporting evidence 
to be used. Meanwhile, behind the scenes, the English department was keen to organise the hearing and 
a trip to Arrow Vale RSA Academy theatre was planned.

The Hearing
Every pupil in Year 8 went to Arrow Vale to take part.  While some pupils became the judges and were 
assessing the presentation skills of others, those who presented their closing statements were confident, 
decisive and judicious in their choice of evidence and language.  Pupils were able to put nerves aside, 
project their voices and show conviction in their arguments.  After they had performed their closing 
speeches, the judges were able to question the prosecutors as well as give constructive feedback on 
their presentations. 

Oracy skills that were used proved just how successful our pupils are in being able to verbalise ideas, 
listen to others and take constructive criticism on board.  During the hearing, one of the biggest successes 
was the contribution of pupils who are usually more reticent in lessons; the supportive and inclusive 
atmosphere enabled them to feel their say was just as important as any other pupil in the theatre.

HOW DO YOU PLEAD? 
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Back in the Classroom
After the trial, we saw the hard work paying off 
as pupils were far more resilient when it came to 
producing their written assessment pieces.  Having 
had the opportunity to collaborate with others, 
compile their evidence and verbalise their ideas, 
pupils were willing and more than ready to put 
pen to paper. 

While nobody can definitively say who was to 
blame for Icarus’s death, we can say that this was a 
great learning experience for us all!
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The weather is unusually pleasant for a late September morning.  I recall that I haven’t felt nervous on 
my routine walk to the bus stop before.  There is a slightly sticky, wooden sign nestled under my right 
arm, and a collective attitude of frustration, agitation and determination under my left. Today, I aim to 
save the world. 

Friday the 20th of September 2019  is due to see the largest global climate strike in history.  Throughout 
the summer months, much of my time was spent reading and researching into the climate crisis and the 
2016 Paris agreements, ways I can reduce my carbon emissions, and, most significantly, why aren’t we 
talking about this?  Upon learning that our politicians do not favour putting measures in place to combat 
the ever-increasing carbon emissions as much as they do other things, I begin to panic, because in the 
words of Greta Thunberg, “Our house is on fire”.  I simply cannot comprehend the concept of a ruined 
Earth, and on this day, I decided that I must take matters into my own hands. 

It is almost 10 am, and I am wary.  Everybody around me is talking and passing out flyers and vegan 
brownies, and I can’t pretend that I don’t feel a little lost.  I untuck the sign from under my arm; the 
stiffness reminds me that it hasn’t moved since my departure from Redditch an hour earlier.  Within 
a moment of putting down the sign and sitting down, a girl with striking ginger hair, a little older than 
myself, asks me to join her group.  They are stood on a ledge, chanting and shouting, so I hoist myself up 
and tuck myself into the back.  The concept of being so public and so loud is quite overwhelming, and 
it takes me a little while to find my voice.  I catch the tail end of a chant: “You’ll die of old age; I’ll die of 
climate change!” and from this moment on, I’m hooked.  I feel much braver now, so I slip through the 
gaps between people’s shoulders until I can see everyone and everything.  I shout and bellow, following 
the lead of my newfound friends until my voice aches. 

The heat is bearing down on us now, and I glue myself to my friends as we assemble for the march. 
We end up close enough to the front that I do not have to peer over the heads of others; my path is 
completely clear.  My coat sleeves scuff my ears as I hurl my sign skywards, as high as my arms can reach, 
muffling the sounds of shouting all around me.  We stick toward the back end of the group on our way 
around the city centre, and there are 3000 people in total.  Adrenaline rushes through me, and my heart 
beats harder and faster than it ever has before.  My throat scratches more and more with every shout, 
and my head is now thumping in time with the pounding of my heart.

I know that if I am to make a difference, this is the right place for me to be, and I feel as if I might 
burst with pride.  My feet are rubbed raw, and arms no longer want to hold themselves so high; I am 
dehydrated, sore and tired, but I feel better than I ever have before.

ON STRIKE FOR 
OUR CLIMATE!

WRITTEN BY: HANNAH LEE
YR13, ARROW VALE RSA ACADEMY
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FACT

CHECK

Carbon emissions from energy use are rising at the fastest 
rate since 2011
Extreme weather is driving up demand for energy. Carbon 
emissions from global energy use jumped two per cent in 
2018, according to BP’s annual world energy study. This was 
the fastest growth in seven years and is roughly the carbon 
equivalent to increasing the number of passenger cars 
worldwide by a third. The unusual number of hot and cold 
days last year resulted in increased use of cooling and heating 
systems powered by natural gas and coal. The energy sector 
accounts for two-thirds of all carbon emissions.

120,000 square kilometres of tropical forest were lost in 2018
The world’s tropical forests are shrinking at a staggering 
rate, the equivalent of 30 football pitches per minute. Whilst 
some of this loss may be attributed to natural causes such as 
wildfires, forest areas are primarily cleared to make way for 
cattle or agricultural production such as palm oil and soybeans. 
Deforestation contributes to global carbon emissions because 
trees naturally capture and lock away carbon as they grow.

When forest areas are burnt, carbon that took decades to 
store is immediately released back into the atmosphere. 
Tropical deforestation is now responsible for 11 per cent of 
the world’s CO2 emissions – if it were considered a country, 
tropical deforestation would be the third-largest emitter after 
China and the US.

The UK will likely miss its transport emissions targets
There are about 210,000 electric vehicles in the UK. Although 
there is a steady growth in demand, only two per cent of 
households own a hybrid and just one per cent have an all-
electric car. The UK has set a net zero target for transport 
emissions meaning all cars and vans on its roads will have 
to be all-electric by 2050, but if the country is to stand any 
chance of achieving these ambitious plans, tens of millions of 
petrol and diesel cars will have to be replaced.

In a recent letter to the Committee on Climate Change, 
experts warned that, based on the latest battery technology, 
the UK will need to import almost as much cobalt as is 
consumed annually by European industry, three quarters 
of the world’s lithium production, nearly the entire global 
production of neodymium, and at least half of the world’s 
copper production. There are currently 31.5m cars on UK 
roads, covering more than 400 billion kilometres per year.

Info Sorce:

httpS://www.wIred.co.uk/artIcle/clImate-change-factS-2019

To Find out more about climate 
change go to 

www.ipcc.ch

The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change  was created 
to provide policymakers with 

regular scientific assessments on 
climate change, its implications 

and potential future risks, as well 
as to put forward adaptation and 

mitigation options.
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Image credIt: httpS://www.englISh-herItage.org.uk/vISIt/placeS/
wroxeter-roman-cIty/

They say that all roads lead to Rome and that was certainly the case early one autumnal October 
morning.  Eighty inquisitive Year 7 Church Hill Middle School pupils boarded their ‘chariots’ on a  voyage 
of discovery to the historical Roman site of Wroxeter, which is situated near to both Telford and 
Shrewsbury. Discovered in 1859, Wroxeter Roman city was one of the country’s first archaeological 
visitor attractions. At its peak, Wroxeter was the fourth largest town in Roman Britain, inhabited until 
being abandoned in the 7th century.

The pupils arrived, eager to explore this fascinating site of historical importance.  On the itinerary 
was an opportunity to visit the bathhouse, which was a place where Roman townsfolk met to wash, 
exercise and socialise.  In its prime, Wroxeter’s bathhouse was built to inspire awe, enormous and hugely 
impressive in its design.  Pupils learned that the basilica of the bathhouse was a vast open hall, providing 
space to exercise and relax before going into the baths.   As part of the tour, pupils stood within the 
footprint of the basilica with ruins clearly marking where its columns once stood.  Next on the agenda 
came the chance to stand beneath the iconic Old Work, which at 7 metres, is the largest surviving 
piece of the free-standing Roman wall in the country.  Pupils listened attentively and respectfully to the 
information provided and were keen to ask probing questions about what life would have been like and 
what the hierarchy was in Roman civilisation.   They were especially intrigued by the toilet habits of their 
ancestors, although I am not sure they approved of their particular style of hygiene.

As the pupils circumnavigated the site in form groups, one of the next stops was the reconstructed 
Roman townhouse, which was built using only the tools and materials which would have been available 
to the Romans. It was created in 2010 as part of a project with Channel 4 and is based on the design of 
a townhouse which once stood on the site at Wroxeter, and is complete with dining room, bath-suite 
and replica Roman furniture.  Pupils explored this style of living, filled in their questionnaires and were 

WRITTEN BY MATTHEW PURSLOW & HELENA JONES
CHURCH HILL MIDDLE

OUT AND ABOUT WITH 
CHURCH HILL MIDDLE SCHOOL 
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asked to question the structures of the property, specifically their ‘heating’ system which focuses on the 
Roman love of steam and its health benefits.  Again, we were not sure that they were too keen on the 
‘plunge’ pool aspect where ice-cold water would have both cleansed and shocked the body.  Some of 
our more sporty pupils made the connection between how athletes are prepared by using ice baths in 
rugby and football, helping them to link this back to the importance of the Romans to current day practices.

Our final stop on our carousel tour was the museum, which features a selection of fascinating Roman 
artefacts telling the story of how Wroxeter’s 5,000 inhabitants lived.  The museum gave pupils a sense 
of daily life at the site, which would have been made up mainly of foot soldiers, who were all Roman 
citizens and 500 or so cavalrymen who were usually recruited from other tribes.  Both the 14th and 
20th Legions are known to have been based at Wroxeter, which was first used as a fighting base and 
later, a less important fortified store depot.  Significant importance and relevance to the pupils’ learning 
was the opportunity to view multiple artefacts discovered at the site, which tell the story of the lives of 
the people who lived at Wroxeter.   Many trades flourished at Wroxeter and these included tanneries, 
leather works and bone workers who created beautiful hairpins.  We were able to see the remains of 
pottery, glassware and metal jeweller while pupils also listened to the guides attentively and then filled 
in their learning journals, which would be referred to back at school in their History lessons.

In the words of Marcus Annaeus Seneca (54 BC – 39 AD), a Roman writer; “Every new beginning 
comes from some other beginning’s end”.  Church Hill pupils certainly benefited from this interactive 
and informative day which delved into the history of an age which has had such a consequential impact 
on our lives.  A particular thanks to Mrs Jones for her hard work and commitment in organising this 
experience for our pupils.
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Over the past academic year, our learners have developed a whole new language, the language of 
KASE (Knowledge, Attributes, Skills, Experience). Working with them daily, we were very aware of 
how well they demonstrate the qualities and elements needed for effective learning and the way they 
articulate this has grown immensely and is often commented on by visitors to the school.  As is usual in 
our school, we questioned how we could improve this even further, which resulted in the introduction 
of 4 new characters to Abbeywood: Noah, a knowledgeable narwhal; Sid, a skilful spider; Emma, an 
experienced elephant and Amy, an attribute alligator. 

The thinking behind this came from some work from our Years 1, 2 and 3 learners who had explored 
how animals in stories demonstrated elements of KASE.  This helped the children gain a better 
understanding of what each element was and how they too could then use them as the animals did.  
KASE became more memorable for them, and they gained an even more in-depth understanding of 
how to incorporate them into their learning. 

In September, we introduced the four new animals, and our children voted on names for them before 
each part of the school chose a child artist to draw the final designs.  Year 4 children are using the 
designs to create posters showing the animals illustrating the KASE elements, such as an autonomous 
Emma Elephant visiting a university, a team of skilful spiders collaborating on tasks and knowledgeable 
Noah Narwhal demonstrating some effective oracy skills.    

This use of the animals is supporting our youngest learners in making connections between the vocabulary 
of KASE and what it looks like in action, making KASE more meaningful for them.  The industry has 
identified that these elements are going to be the most valued skills and attributes desired once these 
young children enter a workplace where technology will have replaced many skills which are currently 
valued more highly.  So, as well as helping them become effective lifelong learners, our four new animal 
friends are also helping our children to prepare for whatever they wish to achieve in the future.

WRITTEN BY ALUN REEVES
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

TEACHING TECHNIQUES 
IN ABBEYWOOD

https://www.freepik.com/home
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Abbeywood’s curriculum theme for this term’s learning 
is centred around ‘The Business of…’ with the aim to 
continue to raise aspirations for our children and expose 
them to a future full of work opportunities they could 
never have imagined.  Each class is exploring the world 
of work through a field of their interest, such as ‘The 
Business of…books, show and engineering’ to name a few. 

Year 2 have begun the process of unpicking the wide 
range of jobs that go into the production of putting 
on a show. They are exploring the different roles that 
contribute towards costume making and have made their 
very own costumes as part of the show they performed, 
‘Harvest Rocks’.  A back-stage tour at the Palace Theatre 
will put this learning into context for them. 

Year 3 are diving back in time to investigate how the 
world of engineering has changed people’s lives through 
the invention of labour and time-saving devices, with a 
focus on those designed for the kitchen.  They will be 
experiencing ‘hard labour’ through their experiments, 
comparing the time and effort that goes into making 
whipped cream with the use of different types of whisks. 
They are visiting the Black Country Museum to bring their 
learning to life and even had a beekeeper visit, to explain 
the labour involved in making honey.

Throughout the term, children will be using KASE to 
underpin all aspects of their learning, further developing 
the essential skills needed to enable them to be successful 
in the world beyond school.

WRITTEN BY DEENA FROST
HEAD OF SCHOOL, ABBEYWOD FIRST RSA ACADEMY

THE BUSINESS OF…

BEES
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Year 5 had the fantastic opportunity to take part in the Worcestershire STEMworks primary challenge. 
An incredibly exciting and interesting (not to mention fun) task as we had to become engineers for the 
afternoon, to try and compete to design and build a self-driving, accessible for all, an eco-friendly vehicle 
for the future.

Before we could do that, we needed to understand a little bit more about STEM (we discovered that 
this stood for Science, Mathematics, Engineering and Technology) and the job that engineers actually 
do.  We all agreed that we live in a world today that has an abundance of technology that makes our 
lives easier, and that all kinds of engineers are responsible for this. In addition to this, we found out that 
there is a lot of exciting work happening in Worcestershire, which is currently helping to investigate and 
further the development of 5G. This could have a significant impact on our lives in the future,  including 
the really exciting prospect of having self-driving cars on the road within a number of years!

Our challenge became clear and work started.  We looked at prototypes of self-driving vehicles already 
built, and we started to select the elements of the designs that we liked for the aesthetic of our vehicle. 
However, we also had to consider the important needs for our vehicle, such as how many sensors we 
would need to ensure our vehicle was safe, where they would need to be placed, whether there would 
be room for enough people and where their luggage would go.  We also had to ensure that our vehicle 
was accessible for all and eco-friendly. Then it was time to build, definitely our favourite part!  Although 
it was fun, it wasn’t easy as we had to think about how to join axles and ensure that wheels moved 
and doors opened as they should.  We soon discovered that this didn’t always go to plan!  However, as 
engineers, we knew that our job was to identify the problems and then find ways to solve them.

After we had built our vehicles, it was time to present our designs to the rest of the class.  We had 
to make sure that in our presentation, we addressed each element of the design brief and explained 
any issues that we had along the way, also describing how we overcame them.  Our designs were very 
impressive, and we put a lot of thought into how we presented to the class, but there could only be 
one winning pair!  The winners will now have the opportunity to compete in another challenge at Bosch 
headquarters in Worcester in May 2020. 

Taking part in this challenge was brilliant, and enjoyed by everyone.  It gave us an insight to the exciting 
technological development that may well be a part of our future and made us realise that the future 
really isn’t that far away and our ideas and designs could well be a part of it!

SUTTON PARK PRIMARY 
STEMWORKS CHALLENGE

WRITTEN BY ANGELA CRAWLEY
PRINCIPAL, SUTTON PARK PRIMARY
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When we joined the CRSAAT at the beginning of this year, our Parent Forum made it clear that they 
wanted everyone to know that we were part of the RSA, but they wanted to show it in their own way. 
It was this group who decided on a mosaic.  We completed our indoor mosaic/collage earlier in the year, 
photos of which were published in the last edition of DesignEd, but there was also call for an external 
celebration of the link.  In the Summer term 2019, Year 3 were immersed in a Roman theme, and this 
seemed the perfect opportunity for the Mosaic: part 2 to begin.  

A local artist, Victoria Harrison, was signed up as our expert and the children started designing.  It 
was decided that it would be in three parts and that it would spell out ‘RSA’.  The children thought it 
would pose as a good reminder for people who were unsure of what the letters stood for if each letter 
depicted the meaning.  They, therefore, designed royal R’s, society themed S’s and arty A’s.

Their designs then went back to the Parent Forum who picked the winning ones.  That was when the 
work started in turning designs into real-life mosaics.  A much bigger job than anticipated and took longer 
than originally expected, however by the end of the summer term we had completed and mounted the 
R. It was quite the team effort!

Work has started this term on the A.  We are leaving the S until last as it is the trickiest design to 
complete.  These photographs show the work in progress, and we hope to be finished by the next 
edition, where we will endeavour to show you our finished work. 

RSA MOSAIC: PART 2
WRITTEN BY ANGELA CRAWLEY

PRINCIPAL, SUTTON PARK PRIMARY
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CENTRE COURT 
FOR 

TEAM TIPTON

On Thursday 14th of November 2019, fourteen Year 9 pupils attended Ricoh Arena in Coventry for a 
community netball day hosted by Wasps netball team.  The pupils participated in a variety of activities, 
drills and games, which contributed to developing their netball knowledge. In particular, the pupils 
enjoyed the shooting practice, playing an invasion game in the inflatable court, and also conducting 
warm-up drills on the same court Wasps netball team play their home games on. 

A tour was conducted around the facilities by Tamsin Moala (Wasps Goal Attack/Shooter), where the 
pupils had the chance to see the new netball dresses for the 2020 league, which have not been revealed 
to the public yet.  They were also able to see the changing facilities for both Wasps netball and rugby 
teams, including the ice baths and the dentistry within the changing rooms!

The pupils also met Jade Clarke, Wasps and England netball player, who conducted a Q&A session and 
answered the pupil’s questions around netball; how she got into the sport, how often does she train, 
what was it like to play the in the winning game against Australia in the finals and what is her preferred 
position to play is. Jade also let the pupils see the medals she had earned during her matches and 
competitions, including the gold medal she had won against Australia in the 2018 Commonwealth games. 

The pupils were a credit to the school and represented RSA Academy to the highest extent.  The 
pupils thoroughly enjoyed the experience, and their knowledge and involvement gained from this trip 
has reflected positively upon their gameplay among their netball matches within the Sandwell Schools 
Netball League.

WRITTEN BY PAIGE THACKER
TEACHER OF PE, RSA ACADEMY TIPTON
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Pupils who attended: 
Ruby Evans

Ugochi Godwin
Tayiana Thomas

Ebony Segree
Cerys Wellings
Izabel Peniket
Oliwia Kiwak

Hollie Rhodes
Gurkamal Kaur
Eve McCutcheon
Omotezi Ononeme
Anna-Mae Miller
Hollie Biddlestone
Donella Brissett
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Arrow Vale RSA Academy decided to hold a 
KASE Day, not only to raise students’ and staff ’s 
awareness of the KASE concepts but also to hit 
the Gatsby Benchmarks (CEIAG), and exploit a 
range of employability skills.

Birmingham City University came in to run a 
‘Know Your Organs’ workshop to which we 
attributed the following KASE criteria; Self-
aware, Cosmopolitan, and Enthused, and Gatsby 
Benchmarks 4 and 7. 

The workshop was delivered by The Medic Portal 
and facilitated by a final year medical student from 
King’s College London. Through the workshop, 
pupils learnt about the history of medicine and the 
role of doctors.  There was also time dedicated 
to offering valuable information on the different 
medical teams and allied healthcare professions 
involved with inpatient treatment. Pupils learnt 
about the differences between these roles and 
varied skillsets needed for each.

Pupils were given key information as to what 
subjects and grades each UK medical school 
looked for.  They also learnt about the different 
routes and course structures that might be best 
for them, before moving on to look at personal 
statement top tips.  Being only a few years older 
than the pupils themselves, the facilitator was able 
to easily relate her own experiences of finding 
work placements, admissions tests, and university 
interviews with the pupils.

Pupils also had the opportunity to hear 
from Dr Mitesh Patel from the University of 
Wolverhampton who explained more about the 
foundation and graduate-entry courses available 
in the West Midlands.  Doctors are in particular 
demand in the West Midlands.  A census carried 
out by the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) 
found that the West Midlands has one of the 
highest numbers of patients per senior doctor 
in the UK.  Simply there aren’t enough doctors 
to tackle patients’ needs in these areas, which is 
why we need to nurture career interests from an 
early age, particularly in these areas.

SO YOU WANT TO BE A:

 MEDIC? 
WRITTEN BY HANNAH BREEZE

SENIOR PROGRAMME COORDINATOR, RSA ACADEMIES
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After lunch, pupils were then challenged to 
consider a medical case as part of a problem-
based learning scenario.  Pupils had to work in 
small groups to decide which healthcare teams 
they might need to consult and what sort of exam 
they would need to conduct.  Pupils were shown 
how to conduct a chest exam and then practised 
on each other.   Finally, pupils had to diagnose 
their patients and come up with a treatment 
plan. All of this proved to be an exciting and 
challenging exercise as part of the peer-to-peer-
based learning and critical thinking that would be 
expected of them as a junior doctor working in a 
hospital environment.

We are grateful to the Black Country Careers 
Hub for helping to support this workshop.
‘So you want to be a...’ Careers Series

The workshop marked the first workshop in a 
new career series for RSA Academies called ‘So 
you want to be...’ Evidence shows how important 
it is for students to start gaining career insight 
from an early age.  Recent research by the charity 
Education and Employers highlighted that for 
each careers activity involving an outside speaker, 
that pupils experienced between the ages of 14-
15, there were marked benefits to their personal 
pathway planning and increased early career 
wages in the future.
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ARTSFEST 2019 - ON TOUR!

Artsfest is a celebration of arts and creativity 
organised by RSA Academies. Georgina Chatfield 
explains what this year’s Artsfest achieved.

The ethos of Artsfest is participation; trying 
something new, being creative and having fun with 
new friends as we aim to further students’ passion 
for the arts and understanding of different creative 
possibilities.  RSA Academies have a commitment 
to arts, culture and creativity.

Take a breath
It has been a fabulous two days of energy, 
anticipation and bravery as we took Artsfest on 
the road with a London leg and a Redditch leg.

We worked with 80 young people over the two 
days, giving them the opportunity to learn circus 
skills ranging from walking on stilts, juggling, flag 
making, beatboxing, acro-balance, street dance 
and spoken word.

Produced by Lila Lifely from CircArts, in association 
with the Roundhouse, we took over the RSA in 
London with young people from Arrow Vale, 
Sutton Park and RSA Academy, Tipton; a mixture 
of 40 pupils from Year 5 to Year 9.  A week later, the 
Artsfest crew then landed at Church Hill Middle 
School in Redditch to work with 40 pupils from 
Year 4 to Year 8 from Ipsley CE RSA Academy, 
Church Hill and Abbeywood First School.

What did we do?
We first spent time as a new group, getting to 
know each other quickly with an energetic ice-
breaker exercise.  We then ran two different 
workshop options which collaborated with each 
another at the end of the session.  We had 
creation sessions with beatboxers working with 
jugglers, acro-balance with spoken word, and flags 
with stilt walkers in one joyous celebration of what 
it is possible to achieve in a day of developing new 
passions for the future.

What did we learn?
One of the most fabulous things about Artsfest 
and this model of working is how the older pupils 
were supporting and working with the younger 
pupils and leading by example.  The young people 
also demonstrated over the day key elements 
of creativity: starting with being inquisitive, then 
collaborative, being persistent and imaginative while 
maintaining disciplined focus to see the day through.

I am also reminded of the importance of processes 
alongside performance. Towards the end of the 
day, we shared some of the skills practised and an 
enthusiasm for trying something new and different. 
It can feel like a lot hinges on this moment (and 
in a sense it does, we have an audience with 
expectations!), but the spirit was one of sharing 
and taking part in a safe space to do so.   The 
lasting impact, however, goes beyond this.  It’s all 

WRITTEN BY HANNAH BREEZE
SENIOR PROGRAMME COORDINATOR, RSA ACADEMIES
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about the learning of new skills and techniques, the 
time spent with skilled and engaging tutors who 
share their craft with kindness and authority, as 
well as the fun had by peers across schools and 
within schools.

93% of the participants said they would remember 
the day, 93% learnt something new and 94% 
worked with new people.

The participants said:

“I enjoyed being able to work with others on 
something I love: poetry. Also being able to perform it 
and learning acrobalance.”

“I enjoyed stepping outside of my comfort zone and 
performing to a crowd. Never having done it before, I 
was worried, but RSA made it feel like a safe place.”

“I enjoyed meeting new people and finally being able 
to socialise better.”

London Artsfest Art Prize judges were Penny 
Egan CBE FRSA, Chair Designate of Compton 
Verney Art Gallery and Hazel Chandler FRSA, Co-
founder and Director of charity WAYout Arts in 
Sierra Leone – who selected the following:

Art Prize winner: Reid from Arrow Vale
Runner up: Timothy from Arrow Vale
Commended for their work and ideas: Jessica from 
Sutton Park, Isabelle from RSA Academy in Tipton 
and Bailey from Arrow Val

Redditch Artsfest Art Prize, our judge was Iris 
Bertz FRSA, artist, ably assisted by Colin Hopkins, 
Executive Director, RSA Academies – who 
selected the following:

Art Prize winner: Maddie from Church Hill
Runner up: Esme from Abbeywood
Commended for fabulous effort and potential: 
Isabel from Church Hill and Jessica and Theo, both 
from Abbeywood

With thanks to Lila Lifely, CircArts, in association 
with the Roundhouse, and the fabulously brilliant 
tutors: Kaveh Rahman (juggling), Jo Paul (flag 
making), Nick Cattermole (flag making), Ed Steven 
(acro-balance), Floria Da Silva (acro-balance), Kate 
Evans (stilts), Desiree Kongerod (stilts), Conrad 
Murray, Nate Staples (Battersea Arts Centre 
Beatbox Academy), Arji Manuelpillai (spoken 
word), Paris Crossley (street dance).

Furthermore, thank you to our Art Prize judges 
2019: Penny Egan, Hazel Chandler and Iris Bertz, 
and special thanks to Cass Art for the generous 
donation of the Art Prize.
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When it comes to not only the World Beyond 
School but also our careers education, information, 
advice and guidance, our aim at RSA Academy 
Arrow Vale is to ensure that we deliver the very 
best provision for all students from year 9 to 13. 

We are fully committed to ensuring that all 
our students acquire the skills, knowledge and 
attitudes to not only manage their learning and 
career progression but also to be ready for the 
World Beyond School.
 
RSA Arrow Vale Academy has already established 
a range of effective careers guidance activities 
which guide support our students to achieve 
positive destinations such as A‘ levels, Higher 
Education, Apprenticeships, Technical routes or 
Employment. 

The aim is to ensure that students are fully 
prepared for and informed effectively about their 
next steps and can, therefore, aspire to achieve 
their full potential.  We want to ensure that our 
students have both the aptitude and interpersonal 
skills to effectively communicate and add value 
within the workplace and within society. 
 
We collaborate with a range of external agencies, 
and these partnerships include working alongside 
The Careers and Enterprise Company (CEC), 
The Worcestershire Local Enterprise Partnership 
(WLEP), Worcestershire County Council (WCC), 
Further Education (FE) and Higher Education 
(HE) providers, Worcestershire Apprenticeships 
(WA) and a wide range of local employers. 
 

WORLD BEYOND 
SCHOOLS

WRITTEN BY SARAH NOBLE 
DIRECTOR OF LEARNING STANDARDS FOR MFL & CEIAG CO-LEAD
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High quality careers guidance alongside the 
world beyond school remit is a crucial part of 
improving social mobility.  Young people make 
choices based on what they know and what they 
think is available to them.  If our young people 
are made fully aware of the career pathways 
and opportunities available to them, they will 
be more able to make informed choices about 
which qualifications and career pathways which 
will enable them to achieve their goals. 
 
The strategy includes measures to further 
develop and improve the current provision on 
offer to students and will ensure that RSA Arrow 
Vale Academy will meet the requirement to meet 
the eight “Gatsby Benchmarks”, set out within 
the Department for Educations’ careers strategy 
by August 2020. 
 
On the back of this provision, we decided to hold 
a KASE Day not only to raise students’ and staff ’s 
awareness of the KASE concepts but also to hit 
the Gatsby Benchmarks (CEIAG), and exploit a 
range of employability skills.

The day comprised of 6 sessions:
Birmingham City University came in to run a Know 
Your Organs workshop to which we attributed 
the following KASE: self-aware, cosmopolitan, 
and enthused, and Gatsby Benchmarks 4 and 7. 
We asked the facilitators to talk about careers 
within pharmacology, endocrinology and the 
NHS in general.
 
Gloucester University came in to deliver a 
session on Pitching and Presenting to which we 
attributed the KASE competencies: fluent and 
communicative. This workshop ticked all the oracy 
boxes as well as satisfying Gatsby Benchmarks 4 
and 7. 

Arrow Vale staff ran a workshop on Unifrog. 
Given that this CEIAG software is a vehicle 
that allows students to self-manage their career 
pathways, we attributed the KASE competencies 
of self-regulating and self-directing.  Moreover, it 
helped us hit Gatsby benchmarks 2, 3 and 8. 

Harry Takhar, a motivational speaker with over 
thirty years of experience from a business 
background, came in and delivered a workshop 
entitled Resilience for the World Beyond School. 
He talked to the students about dealing with 
challenge and about having dreams and never 
giving up on those dreams. We felt that this also 
satisfied Gatsby benchmark 3. 

Our talented maths team delivered a physical 
workshop that required col laborat ion, 
communication and resilience. A highly competitive 
session saw students succeed when they hit the 
KASE competencies. Gatsby Benchmark 4 was 
attributed to this workshop. 

Redditch Borough Council came in and talked to 
the students about local opportunities working 
for them in Environmental Services.  Not only did 
they get to clamber over heavy plants, machinery 
and tractors, but they demonstrated the following 
KASE competencies: autonomous, cosmopolitan, 
enthused, and this satisfied Gatsby 5.
 
The whole day was launched with an assembly, 
and each individual activity started with a staff 
member reminding students of the KASE 
competencies relevant in each session. 
We are yet to evaluate the day, but I feel confident 
that both staff and students are now more aware 
of KASE.
 
We are hoping to run an even bigger and better 
KASE day in 2020 for both Year 9 and 12.  So far 
we have Rentokil and their bug buffet, AYOT 
(a young, versatile and motivated team who have 
been handpicked from a variety of ranks, trades 
and backgrounds across the British Army), ASK 
Apprenticeships, local professionals Jenni Lyall 
(CHEP) and Ben Mannion (Hewitt Recruitment) 
and Gloucester University lined up to take us beyond 
the classroom walls to the world beyond school.
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WRITTEN BY COLIN HOPKINS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RSA ACADEMIES

On the walls of the Great Room at RSA House in 
London, the historical and symbolic paintings by 
the early romantic artist James Barry depict “The 
Progress of Human Knowledge and Culture”. 
Right from its inception, the RSA committed itself 
to improve society.  Engagement with education 
has, therefore, always been a central aspect of the 
RSA’s mission to change the world for the better.

Over time, the RSA has been involved in all kinds 
of educational initiatives: the establishment of 
mechanics’ institutes in the early 19th century (to 
help the working classes), the first national public 
examinations, the Girls’ Day School Trust and the 
institution that later became the Royal College 
of Music, to name just a few.  More recently, the 
programme Education for Capability (initiated in 
1978) recognised the value of practical skills as a 
counterbalance to a contemporaneous focus on 
academic subjects.

It was a natural progression, when the opportunity 
arose, for the RSA to become involved in the 
academies programme. Today, our academies 

benefit from the RSA’s rich cultural and intellectual 
heritage, and they are very much part of the 
RSA’s determination to improve society “through 
ideas and action”.

During 2019, we have done a great deal of thinking 
to define the distinctive ethos and characteristics 
of an RSA school. The identity of any school is 
an expression of its values, in other words, the 
qualities that it holds to be of ultimate meaning 
and value to its community.  Such features are an 
articulation of its customs, routines and rituals, in 
effect, its organisational DNA.

So, an RSA school is a school with a soul. What 
do we mean by this formulation?  It is merely that 
an RSA school is not to be defined exclusively by 
a focus on government metrics.  Instead, its data 
and other nationally accredited “performance 
indicators”, but appreciated through its emphasis 
on developing the whole child and its commitment 
to a broad and balanced curriculum.
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We want all the pupils in our schools to discover 
their innate talents and to develop resilience to 
manage life’s ups and downs with equanimity.  Our 
emphasis, then, is not only on academic rigour, 
which is an essential dimension of school life, but 
also on giving pupils a rewarding experience of 
creative and practical subjects, including sport, and 
offering insights into the great ethical concerns of 
today.  Our vision is for high-performing schools 
that promote skills and the acquisition of expert 
knowledge to combine this with creativity and 
innovation, inspiring well-rounded citizens. To 
do this, we need a multifaceted approach to 
education.

Our vision statement, ‘What does it mean to 
be an RSA school?’ identifies four essential 
components, or pillars, of being an RSA school. 

First, we want an RSA school to be an inclusive 
school that celebrates diversity, where every 
single member of the school community feels 
valued and is valued, and where everyone’s 
talents are recognised and nurtured.

Secondly, we want an RSA school to be a 
networked school, firmly embedded in its local 
community, and working in partnership with 
other schools, organisations and stakeholders.  Of 
course, the network includes the 30,000 Fellows 
of the RSA.

It is essential to say that we want an RSA school 
to be a mission-led school, by which we mean 
it should embody a clear moral purpose and a 
commitment to social justice, reflecting the values 
of the RSA. 

And lastly, an RSA school should be a green 
school, one that cultivates an understanding 
of environmental sustainability and that seeks 
to reduce waste and maximise its resources.
Underpinning our vision statement is a Partnership 
Framework that articulates how RSA Academies 
and our schools will work to support their 
distinctive characteristics and ethos. Essentially 

a self-evaluation tool, the framework addresses 
the subject of distinctiveness through various 
lenses, strategic leadership and vision, excellence 
in learning, inclusion and our commitments (arts, 
culture and creativity, the world beyond school, 
wellbeing and mental health). There is also a 
section exploring teacher creativity.

A further document is the Evaluation Schedule 
that describes the characteristics of an RSA school 
on its journey to greater distinctiveness.  Schools 
can be “emergent”, “secure” or “exemplary” in 
this regard. Two schools, Sutton Park Primary 
RSA Academy and Holyhead School, have kindly 
volunteered to participate in pilot self-evaluations 
later this academic year.  There will undoubtedly 
be some learning from these pilots, which will 
enable us to refine the Partnership Framework 
for more general application.

There is so much to celebrate in our schools. 
Their identity is ultimately grounded in the history 
and the values of the RSA.   We want our schools 
to be places of wellbeing and happiness, where 
pupils can truly find themselves.  Our mission is 
what makes each of our schools an “RSA school”.
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LET’S TALK PEOPLE 
STRATEGY

As a trust, the first of our four strategic priorities 
is to develop ‘outstanding professionals’ as we 
drive towards our vision of ‘social justice through 
exceptional schools’. We call our strategy ‘Let’s 
Talk People’. Since its launch in September 2018, 
we have developed an agreed approach and 
toolkit across all of our schools, with sophisticated 
talent management and succession planning 
toolkits. Schools have committed to ensuring a 
detailed personal development plan for every 
member of staff. 

The development of our strategy has been 
supported by our HR expert Trustee, Liz 
Keates FRSA, who is a former HR Director of a 
multinational company.  We have utilised expert 
training and support from Gill Graham and her 
team, Principal Psychologist at Cargyll, in launching 
and developing our strategy.  

She has also supported the early development of 
the leadership behaviours, the latest development 
in our People Strategy, which is outlined below. 
We are very grateful for the support and guidance 
by the experts who are guiding this work so that 
we fulfil our aim of being at the cutting edge of 
people development.

WRITTEN BY GUY SHEARS
EXECUTIVE PRINCIPAL (CEO)
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In the process of developing our strategy, senior 
leaders in schools started to explore the language 
to support and challenge each other to develop 
the most effective leadership behaviours.  In the 
summer senior leadership conference at Assay 
Studios, Ian Mellor, Principal of RSA Academy 
Arrow Vale, led a session exploring some draft 
leadership behaviours, testing out the language 
and practical application of these in a range of 
scenarios. A draft framework was agreed, to 
be taken to Autumn Conference on the 3rd 
of October, with leadership and the associated 
behaviours being the agreed focus.

At this conference, Alistair Smith, an education 
and leadership expert, led the session. Alistair 
has worked with hundreds of schools and trusts. 
He also leads training in other sectors, including 
for the Football Association delivering coaching 
qualification and leadership to the likes of 
Stephen Gerrard and Frank Lampard, as well as 
the London Fire Service and many others.  His 
session was certainly inspirational, and equally 
practical, tailoring the session to develop further 
and finalise our leadership behaviours. The result 
was the further granular development of each of the 
seven behaviours agreed by all of our senior leaders.

The framework below is the finalised version of 
our Leadership Behaviours, led by Ian Mellor, and 
Claire Price, our new Principal at RSA Academy, 
Tipton, and signed off by the Principal’s Executive. 
This framework will underpin the daily and 
weekly conversations our leaders have with each 
other, at all levels of leadership within our trust, 
including governors, as we all seek to be the best 
we can be. They will also be utilised in the twice-
yearly ‘Let’s Talk People’ focused discussion that 
all schools have committed to.  In these meetings, 
the dialogue is entirely about how we are, on 
both good days and bad days, the impact this 
has, and the planning to maximise the good day 
behaviours (and remove our bad day behaviours). 
Enabling us to have the maximum positive impact 
on others in our community, in order that our 
schools are the best places they can be for the 
young people and staff.
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Leaders who don’t walk the talk lose credibility.  If 
you want your team members to display certain 
behaviours, you need to display them first.  You 
cannot ask someone to do something that you 
wouldn’t do yourself.  For example, showing your 
team that you are one of them, and they’re equal 
in being responsible for outcomes will go a long 
way in building trust and credibility.

Examples include:
Quality of marking/books/delegation, of tasks/
class allocation/high presence/extracurricular 
activities/interventions/high standards/ taking risks 
in class/visibly supporting wider Trust policy and 
practice/open-door teaching to show complete 
transparency in T&L/can-do attitude and positive 
mindset/not making negativity, or mad moods 
obvious.

Leadership behaviour 

Demonstrated

So that:

Behave with professional 
integrity at all times

Your actions, methods, 
expectations and outcomes are 
consistent to all in your team

Be explicit about the 
high expectations of your 
own performance

Your team hold 
high expectations of 
themselves and others

Champion the personal 
development of the 
most vulnerable young 
people in the Trust

You contribute to delivering 
social justice through 
exceptional schools

Champion the professional 
development of all staff

All your team contribute 
to delivering social justice 
through exceptional schools

Be self-regulating, 
aware that you set the 
climate in your team

Your behaviours do not 
impact on the well-being of 
others in the organisation

Ensure that you are 
Knowledgeable about the 
areas of the organisation 
within which you work

You contribute to building a 
network of exceptional schools

Be Self-aware about how 
you consistently model the 
behaviours that you are 
expecting in your team

Your team understand 
the behaviours that are 
expected of them

Model failure and 
putting things right

Your team are risk 
tolerant and do not blame 
others for mistakes

1. LEAD BY EXAMPLE 

LEADERSHIP 
BEHAVIOURS

These behaviours should be demonstrated 
consistently at all levels of leadership.

7
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Transparency builds teams. Secrets destroy 
them. True leaders are direct, honest, and they 
communicate all the time.  Lack of information 
creates assumptions that are usually negative or 
disruptive a team’s motivation and productivity. 
Always aim towards over-communicating, as 
opposed to having a lack of communication. 
Use honest, timely and professional face-to-face 
communication as a priority.

Examples include:
Meetings/availability/open door/approachable/
listen/take feedback/know your team/still use 
face-to-face before email if communication trail 
is required/inform about the big things discussed 
before decisions are made and shared (no 
surprises)/give deadline reminders.

Leadership behaviour 
Demonstrated

So that:

Be relentless in communicating 

key messages and values

Your team are clear about what 

is important to the organisation

Communicate with 

honesty and tact

Your team respect your 

communications and values and 

are clear about what is required
Respect your team 

sufficiently to have challenging 

conversations with them

Outcomes for young 

people are improved

Communication is evidence 

or performance based

Your team understand clearly the 

behaviours expected of them

Be empathetic Your team are able to discuss 

issues they may be having 

in performing their role

Actively listen to voices 

within your team

Opinions of the team are reflected 

or considered in decision making

2. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
3. KEEP YOUR PROMISES AND STICK 
TO YOUR ORGANISATIONAL 
COMMITMENTS

Keep your promises and, if you make a 
commitment, stick to it. Not keeping your word 
erodes credibility.  Acknowledge your limitations 
and make realistic commitments.

Now and then, however, there are circumstances 
outside your control that might come into play.  In 
those cases, your team will understand, as long 
as you display this behaviour consistently in times 
when this doesn’t apply.

Examples include:
Duties/Organisation/non-negotiables/Suppor t 
for Colleagues/maintaining frequency of line 
management meetings and attendance at team 
meetings.

Leadership behaviour 
Demonstrated

So that:

Demonstrate your commitment 

to equalities in your actions

The values of the 

organisation are upheld

Meet personal deadlines The work of others is 

not impacted by you

Set clear deadlines for others Your team are able to work 

autonomously and plan and 

manage their own workload
Be flexible in your expectations, 

having regard to the 

work flow of others

Your team deliver high quality work

Make commitments that are 

time-bound and realistic

You are seen to model the 

behaviours you expect of others 

Attend all team meetings, and 

follow the direction of people 

who lead teams within which you 

work, especially when you are in 

a more significant leadership role 

You are seen to model the 

behaviours you expect of others
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5. SOLUTION FOCUSED APPROACH

Leaders have a positive can-do mindset and 
remain focused on the outcome.  Leaders seek 
well thought through and appropriate solutions to 
problems.  Outcomes to actions are considered 
to pre-empt and prevent issues.  Leaders are able 
to prioritise areas of focus to ensure the best 
deployment of resources.  Offer regular and valued 
opportunities for staff to assist with problem-
solving and creating solutions, as opposed to only 
higher-level people being involved.  You should 
also show how this has been acted upon, for 
example through hotspots etc.

Examples include:
Coming up with solutions/consider outcomes/
try to prevent clashes of dates or commitments/
consider the bigger picture/consider impact on 
colleagues.
Leadership behaviour 

Demonstrated

So that:

Support and direct the 
professional learning 
opportunities of others

Your team can be 
exceptional professionals 

Identify leadership 
development opportunities for 
staff of all levels in your team

Leadership within the 
organisation is sustainable

Model a commitment to your 
own professional learning

The value you place on the 
continuous development of 
expertise is made explicit to 
all members of your team

Ensure that you maintain a 
commitment to your team’s 
line management meetings

Your team are engaged 
in the organisation’s 
goals and priorities

Support members of 
your team effectively

Your team are open to 
constructive support and 
enthusiastic at work

Leadership behaviour 

Demonstrated

So that:

Support and direct the 
professional learning 
opportunities of others

Your team can be 
exceptional professionals 

Identify leadership 
development opportunities for 
staff of all levels in your team

Leadership within the 
organisation is sustainable

Model a commitment to your 
own professional learning

The value you place on the 
continuous development of 
expertise is made explicit to 
all members of your team

Ensure that you maintain a 
commitment to your team’s 
line management meetings

Your team are engaged 
in the organisation’s 
goals and priorities

Support members of 
your team effectively

Your team are open to 
constructive support and 
enthusiastic at work

4. COMMIT TO LINE MANAGEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF OTHERS

Your team members are your most valuable 
asset. Leaders commit to developing all 
individuals in their team, including themselves. 
Make line management commitments a priority. 
Actively seek out examples of best practice 
to learn from. Addressing issues of concern or 
underperformance from the outset, instead of 
allowing them to escalate.

Examples include:
Line Management meetings/Performance 
Management/IPDP/Identify Individuals’ CPD 
needs/facilitating/offering personal cover to enable 
CPD/peer observations/share good practice and 
celebrate those in your team/advocate for NQTs, 
RQTs etc. as well as middle leaders they line 
manage.
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Leadership behaviour 

Demonstrated

So that:

Use public praise All staff positive behaviours 
are valued and recognised

Reflect upon the successes 
of the organisation and seek 
ways to continually improve

The strategic goals of the Trust, 
academy and team are realised

Acknowledge your 
own mistakes 

Learning is valued from 
failure as well as success

Show professional humility Your team understand 
the value of their 
collective endeavour

Demonstrate a commitment 
and loyalty to all collective 
decisions made by your 
team, school or the Trust

Your team have a consistent 
message about the values 
and direction of the Trust

Leaders seek to accept responsibility when things 
do not go as well as planned and give away the 
credit when success is achieved. Leaders will 
regularly take part in self-reflection to determine 
what they can do better, ensuring a progressive 
organisational ethos and preventing a blame 
culture. Leaders demonstrate ‘cabinet loyalty’ 
to ensure the success of school and Trust 
improvement strategies. They challenge each 
other in private and support in public, providing a 
united front and consistent voice.

Examples include:
A visible commitment to staff mental health 
and wellbeing, for example, friends and families 
week, social events and explicit reduction of staff 
workload.

6. PUT THE SUCCESS OF THE TEAM 
BEFORE YOUR OWN

7. DEMONSTRATE FULL COMMITMENT 
TO THE BIGGER PICTURE

Leaders balance their areas of interest and 
responsibility with the wider school and Trust 
agenda. They advocate on behalf of their areas 
during meetings and discussions but make decisions 
based on what is right for the organisation. They 
are able to put any personal disappointment 
aside in outcomes and support decisions they 
may personally disagree with when it is the right 
decision to make.

Leaders show flexibility and a willingness to be 
adaptable or, where necessary, compromise.

Examples include:
Delivering on Trust policies that involve an internal 
change

Leadership behaviour 

Demonstrated

So that:

Support decisions taken 
collaboratively,  working 
to ensure their success 

The aims of your team 
or organisation are 
not undermined

Work within governance 
structures of the trust

You assume responsibility for 
the wider outcomes of all 
young people in the Trust

Employ effective change 
management and 
implementation processes 

Trust-wide priorities are 
embedded in the organisation

Share the strategic overview 
for the improvement 
of the organisation 

Your team can be self-directing 
about their work streams, 
confident that their work 
fits into the bigger picture
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Central RSA Academies Trust has within it two 
teaching schools: Arrow Vale RSA Academy (Part  
of the RSAA TSA) and Abbeywood First School. 
Our Executive Principal (CEO) Guy Shears is the  
accounting officer for both and NLE for Arrow 
Vale, with Di Smith, Trust Primary Executive 
Principal, the NLE for Abbeywood. Working with 
the RSA Academies they are responsible for the 
stragetic direction of our Teaching Schools. 

It is my pleasure to provide an overview of the work 
of the RSAA Teaching Schools a collaboration 
between RSAA TSA and Abbeywood Teaching 
School. There is so much happening across the 
alliance that it is difficult to capture it all in one 
article.  The resilience and creativity of our career 
stage colleagues and our experienced facilitators 
emulates our continued vision of innovation in 
the realms of recruitment and retention of quality 
teachers to support pupils in rapidly changing and 
socially evolving communities.  As a Teaching 
School Alliance, we are proud to champion 

shared values, enhanced collaboration and social 
justice with the CRSAAT and RSAA.
 
Since September, we have been busy working 
with colleagues from across the family. We are 
proud to have recruited our largest ever number 
of trainee colleagues to the profession; since 
our inception, our cohorts have now grown 
exponentially, by over 150%. These colleagues 
continue to strive for excellence in their training 
with some incredibly positive outcomes; our 
ITT provision continues to be recognised by 
Birmingham City University as a ‘beacon of 
excellence.’ We’re pleased to announce that we 
have, again, been championed as the preferred 
ITT provider for BCU, owing to the quality of our 
trainees and the support provided. Over 90% of 
our trainees complete their studies, with 100% 
of trainees passing at Grades 1-2 (Outstanding-
Good). Further, our employment rates average 
90% with the vast majority of colleagues staying 
within the RSA family.

WRITTEN BY MATTHEW PURSLOW
DIRECTOR OF RSA ACADEMIES TEACHING SCHOOLS 
(RSAA TSA AND ABBEYWOOD TEACHING SCHOOL)

A NEW

COLLABORATION
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Our NQT and RQT colleagues have demonstrated 
the RSA ‘family’ values in their contributions and 
collaboration during their ‘bespoke’ CPD.  For 
the second year running, is being facilitated by our 
very own ‘home-grown’ talent in the form of our 
wonderful system leaders from across the family 
and phases.  In November, our dedicated NQTs 
& RQTs came with motivation and enthusiasm to 
their first Birmingham ‘Assay’ based CPD sessions, 
and we were also privileged to welcome the RSA 
to these events thus concretising the relationship 
between the TSA and our Academy sponsor.  The 
quality of the projects and interventions which 
2018-19’s cohort of RQTs presented in September 
again highlight the unquestionable importance of 
this genre of CPD and the impact which it has 
on our learners. Some of the strategies created 
have been expanded to become a whole-school 
policy, and the feedback from Principals has been 
overwhelmingly positive.  Our TSST (Teaching 
Subject Specialism Training) courses in Maths 
& Physics go from strength to strength and are 
facilitated by three ‘outstanding’ colleagues from 
across the alliance. 
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We launched our ‘Leadership’ course 2019-20 in 
October for aspirant middle and senior leaders 
from across the family, and we look forward to 
developing and supporting the next generation of 
leaders to support our teachers and learners. We 
continue to recognise the importance of growing 
our system leadership provision. To this end are 
undertaking a review of this element of our TSA 
and within the Central Trust. In an ever-changing 
educational landscape, we are committed to 
growing our school to school offer, to have the 
most impact on our pupils and their outcomes. 
We will be interviewing for new SLEs (Specialist 
Leaders of Education) ranging across Primary and 
Secondary phases throughout the academic year. 
We will be working closely with Abbeywood 
Teaching School to expand our offering. 
 

As an alliance, we continue to grow, and we are 
proud to welcome new partnerships and develop 
our training provision and our legacy planning. 
Working in collaboration with Abbeywood has 
grown our Primary provision, multiple events are 
now held at Abbeywood Teaching School. A range 
of topics from Numeracy to Middle Leadership 
Development and highly over-subscribed 
governance training, all of which reflect our RSA 
values in our commitment to social mobility and 
cultural capital for all learners across all phases.
 
As Director of such a forward-thinking and 
dynamic alliance, I continue to be incredibly 
proud of our achievements, the hard work and 
commitment, which is shown by colleagues 
from across the family. At recruitment fairs, 
Teresa Wilson (Head of ITT) and I often discuss 
with prospective trainees what makes the RSA 
Teaching School ‘different and unique’, and it is 
that notion of collaboration, development and 
‘family values’. This is, without doubt, our unique 
selling point, and that which differentiates us from 
other alliances.
 
May I take this opportunity to wish you and your 
families a very Happy Christmas and a prosperous 
New Year. 

Follow us on Twitter and Instagram @
RSAATEACH
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Either by post at:
Central RSA Academies Trust
B.06 Assay Studios
141-143 Newhall Street
Birmingham
B3 1SF

Or by email at:
jdominese@centralrsaacademies.co.uk
 
If you would like to have an informal 
conversation about the role then please 
contact Jane Dominese on telephone number: 
0121 270 3117.

We are currently 
recruiting governors!

We would be delighted to hear from members of 
our community who are keen to make a difference 
to our pupils and staff.

Central RSA
Academies Trust

If you are interested in this role 
please register your interest to:

 
Jane Dominese

Head of Corporate Services
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THE RSA: who? what? when? 
where? why? A mini ser ies written 

by Guy Shears

When our schools hold exhibitions of students’ 
work in design, or the arts, they are unaware that 
they are building upon one of the great traditions 
of the Royal Society for the Encouragement of 
Arts, Manufactures and Commerce; the esteemed 
and historic sponsor of our schools and Trust.
The RSA was responsible as the then called, 
Society of Arts, for most of the groundwork and 
intellectual development of the concept of the 
“Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations”, which 
became known as the famous Great Exhibition 
of 1851. 

The French had held an exhibition of industry 
for France since 1798. The idea was to display 
innovation and invention so that others could 
learn from it, and also provided the opportunity 
for France to audit its industrial development, 
and spread ideas back around the country. The 
society began to emulate this on a small scale in 
the 1840s, housing an exhibition of manufactures 
in what is now known as the Benjamin Franklin 
Room at RSA House, a room that co-incidentally 
our students pitched their own innovation and 
thoughts at the RSA Academies Takeover Day 
in November 2019. These exhibitions were 
particularly keen to show the application of art in 
the industry, and prizes awarded as medals.

At one of these exhibitions, in 1846, a tea service 
designed by ‘Felix Summerly’ won a medal. Felix 
was an author of children’s books as well as 
designing domestic objects. He was obsessed 
with applying art into manufacturing with a view 
that it would allow art to be accessible to all, not 
just the privileged in society. The name was a 

pseudonym, and the winning of the prize revealed 
his true identity as Henry Cole, a civil servant. He 
had a passion for doing the greatest amount of 
good for the highest number of people,  a passion 
for social justice, which of course pervades our 
schools through our professionals and our 
volunteers’ passion for this.

Cole was a reformer, with powerful connections 
amongst whom were John Stuart Mill (philosopher/
political economist) and Prince Albert. Cole had 
joined the society in 1845, and would, following 
the winning of his prize, use his connection with 
Prince Albert and the society, which he rose to 
take control of through the council, as the vehicle 
for his reforming passion. He recognised that an 
exhibition could be far more than an industrial 
audit. He felt the public could have no concept 
of what they wanted until they had seen it, which 
up until now was deprived to the masses having 
been reserved for the elite. He wanted to use a 
grand exhibition to educate people at all levels of 
society.

Cole rejuvenated the idea of a 
Society of Arts-led national 
exhibition, par tly by 
getting them to see 
that the French 
exhibition was 
demons t r a t i n g 
how the French 
were ‘catching up 
technological ly ’ 
which sparked 
paranoia! 

The Great Exhibition 1851
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It is believed that this was the factor that 
secured Prince Albert’s support for the idea. 
Cole proposed to Albert that they should think 
even bigger and go international. This appealed, 
partly as it would unite the nations to compete 
in a peaceful contest, rather than in battle, thus 
promoting free trade and peace.  And so the 
‘Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations’, which 
became known as the Great Exhibition of 1851, 
was born. Cole and the Society began fundraising. 
It is because the funds were not rolling in swiftly 
enough that Prince Albert then appointed a Royal 
Commission to accelerate the project. Cole and 
the others involved with the society remained at 
the centre of the project, for instance choosing 
the famous design of the enormous greenhouse 
(which became known as the Crystal Palace) by 
Joseph Paxton, to house the exhibition in Hyde Park. 

As we all know, the Great Exhibition was a huge 
success. An amazing six million people visited it 
in only a few months, around a quarter of the 
population! One of the reasons was that it was 
funded entirely by ‘the people’, from donations, 
rather than heavy taxes, and so the masses felt 
ownership, which excited them. The Society 
of Arts was now placed at the centre of the 
movement to make Britain competitive.

The funds made from the exhibition went to 
building the Victoria and Albert Museum, the 
world’s leading museum of art and design, and so 
the legacy impact of Cole, beyond the RSA itself, 
can be enjoyed by us all today. Spare a thought 
for them the next time you visit, and for our staff, 
when arranging student visits to the V&A, the 
connection to our sponsor is worth making. When 
our children in school present their powerful 
thinking and turn them into practical actions, we 
continue to encourage them to exhibit these in 
a myriad of ways. Our exhibitions and sharing of 
success build very much on the traditions of the 
now Royal Society, whose powerful thinking and 
practical action led to one of the great moments 
in our country’s history.

Many thanks to Anton Howes, Historian of Innovation and 
Historian in Residence, both for sharing his research 

to enable this article, but also for his excellent 
speeches bringing to life the history of the RSA 

to the young people in our schools who 
visited the RSA for takeover day.

Image Credit: Thanks to the RSA 
and Cognative for use of the 

image from Rawthmells Coffee 
House Mural 2019 by Cognitive 
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BIRMINGHAM REVOLUTIONS – POWER TO THE PEOPLE
7th December - 4th September 2020

Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery Exhibition
This event is free

TRADITIONALLY, LIFE HAS BEEN DIVIDED INTO 
TWO MAIN PARTS: A PERIOD OF LEARNING 
FOLLOWED BY A PERIOD OF WORKING.  
VERY SOON, THIS TRADITIONAL MODEL WILL 
BECOME UTTERLY OBSOLETE, AND THE ONLY 
WAY FOR HUMANS TO STAY IN THE GAME WILL 
BE TO KEEP LEARNING THROUGHOUT THEIR LIVES 
AND TO REINVENT THEMSELVES REPEATEDLY.

-YUVAL NOAH HARARI
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